The relationship between head size and intracranial volume in elderly subjects.
To study the relationship between parenchymal head volume (PHV) and intracranial volume (ICV), and to compare the ability of these two measurements to reflect the association between maximum mature brain volume and late-life cognition. An elderly sample of humans with a range of cognitive functions from normality, via mild cognitive impairment (MCI) to dementia (mean age 78.6, S.D. 2.8; mean MMSE 25.4, S.D. 4.2) was examined. Head-to-head measurements of ICV and parenchymal head volume (PHV) were obtained from three-dimensional T1 weighted magnetic resonance images using automated procedures. Analyses of cognitive functions were based on continuous and categorial variables. PHV explained 55% of the variance in ICV. The ratio between PHV and ICV remained constant with increasing age and cognitive impairment. Measurements of PHV and ICV yielded comparable correlations with global cognitive performance. Group differences over gender and cognitive states were equally present in ICV and PHV. The relative risks of cognitive impairment that were associated with either small ICV or PHV were comparable. Measures of PHV can be considered as useful estimates of ICV and cerebral volume reserve.